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A METHOD OP ORGANIZING ART ACTIVITIES IN THE EXTRA-
CURRICULAR PROGRAM OP ThE SECONDARY SCHOOL
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
When considering a method of organizing the art
activities in the extra-curricular program of the sec-
ondary school, it should he recalled that (1) art has
not yet become a vital and important part of the Ameri-
can Secondary School curriculum^; (2) that there is no
general agreement throughout the country in regard to
the subject matter content of the art coursed, and
furthermore, (3) that the extra-curricular activities
are being taken for granted as an integral part of the
school program ; and (4) that art services for these
extra-curricular activities are essential.
These four factors are sufficient evidence of
the need of a suitable method for organizing the art
1 Thomas Monro, "Adolescence and Art Education" p. 62
Bulletin of the Worcester Art Museum, Vol. XXVI, No.
6, July 1930.
2 illiam G. Wnitford, An Introduction to Art Educa-
tion. P. 83, N.Y., D. Appleton & Co., 1929.
3 Paul W. Terry, supervising Extra-Curricular Ectiv-
ities. p. 161, N.Y.| McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1830
1
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2activities.
This study is restricted to the selection, organ-
ization, and activities of art clubs at the secondary
school level. The proposed clubs are developed so that
they may function as an integrating factor in the extra-
curricular program of the school on the one hand, and
supplement the art courses on the other. It is chiefly
an attempt to offer constructive procedures for develop-
ing art clubs by a method fundamental enough to be gen-
erally applicable to any type of secondary school. This
centers tne problem about the art services needed by
the extra-curricular activities, and the character of
the art offered in the secondary school.
sources of Data
The sources and treatment of data, to summarize
briefly, are as follows:
I. Analysis of leading published courses of study in
art for the secondary scnool grades of the United sta-
tes to determine the types of art commonly employed in
organizing the curricula for these grades. The cities
represented are the following:
Akron, Dallas, Tex.
Atlanta, Ga. Denver, uolo.
Baltimore, Md. Detroit, ivdch.
.10
5Boston, iViass.
Clarksdale, Ariz.
Cleveland, 0.
Cleveland Mts,
Lead, o.D.
Long Beach, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark,
Minneapolis, Minn
•
New Orleans, La.
New -york, N.Y.
Oakland, Cal.
Omaha, Neb.
Peoria, HI.
Fresno, Cal.
wartford, Conn.
Indianapolis, -1-nd.
Pueblo, ^olo.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Providence, R.I.
uan Diego, Cal.
oan Francisco, Cal.
opringfield, ^ass.
oyracuse, N.Y.
Winchester, Mass
Huron , o.D.
II. Analysis of the literature of extra-curricular
activities to discover the nature of and extent to
which art can be utilized in such activities.
III. A study of selected books and articles dealing
with general education, art education and business ad-
ministration in order that the final recommendations
for the organization of the selected art clubs may con-
form to the principles of education and sound administ-
rative practices*
ular and extra-curricular art subject matter, and its
r eorganization into definite art clubs are illustrated
by Figure 1.
Method of Analysis
THe successive steps in the analysis of curric-
1 List of courses of study analysed is given in the
Appendix, p.
9
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CHAPTER II
TYPEo OF ART POUND IN THE oECONDARY oCMOOL ART COUR^Eo
Introduction
The first part of the problem, as stated in the
Introduction, was that of determining the emphasis and
distribution of art subject matter in the secondary
school, (grades 7-12). This was obtained by a careful
analysis of 53 published courses of study in art repre-
senting 34 cities in 21 states, J-n selecting the cour-
ses for analysis only those in use at the present time
were used. Furthermore, an attempt was made to secure
those representative of the more progressive centers of
art education in the United states. The geographical
distribution of the sele cted courses is snown by Map I.
Treatment of Data
The method of analysis of the art courses was
based on the generally accepted classification of art
subject matter organized by V/hitford^" as shown in Table
I . This classification has been advanced as forming
the foundation of a well rounded art course. It con-
sists of five major divisions together with their sub-
3 Ibid., pp. 84, 86.
5
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7divisions.
In the analysis of the data the subdivisions to
which a particular item of subject matter may be assig-
ned necessarily depends upon the definition of the sub-
division, A hard and fast classification of subject
matter cannot always be made, oubjects will often over-
lap, for example, appreciation will always accompany
the various forms of motor expression. The definitions
which were used in the assignment of the subject matter
to each subdivision are given below for the convenience
of those not specialists in art education.
Definitions
"Informational drawing refers to the type of
drawing classified as informational, analytical or diag
ramatical. "®
"By graphic vocabulary is meant a series of typ-
ical shapes of plants, animals, objects, and people,
which, memorized by the child, will give him means of
interpreting the drawing of all plants, animals, people
and objects."4
3 Ibid., pp. 84, 86.
4 Jessie M Todd, Drawing in the Elementary ^chool,
p. 2.
• nox
8TABLE I CLASSIPICATIOTT OP ART SUBJECT MATTER
I Drawing and Painting
\ lilt? £^1 ct^JIl-Lw CA.jJC/1. lcIH/C /
Informational drav/ing
v_Tl cL^JllJLO V KJ \^ cX UUlciJ.
Artistic drav/ing and
painting.
II Design
(The ornamental and
Decorative design
Pictorial design
UUIlo OrUv Ul v t? <u.fc? oi.HH
III Color
(The chromatic exper-
ience )
The systematic study
of color, and the app
lication of color
problems
IV Construction
(The motor-constructive
experience
)
The arts and crafts
Modeling
The study of industrial
arts processes.
V Appreciation
(The vi sual -mental
-
enjoymantal experience)
Appreciation of fine
arts
.
Appreciation of industr
ial arts.
Appreciation of beauty
in nature.
(Prom W. G.Whitford; An Introduction to Art Education,
p. 90.
o
"Artistic drawing refers to the type of express-
ion, (drawing or painting), which is not primarily con-
cerned with the afitual appearance of the object, but
aims rather at aesthetic effect. This invloves more of
the artistic interpretation of objects and less of the
precise details of contour or shape.
Decorative design is abstsact, geometric, or con-
ventionalized forms used as surface decoration, i.e.,
borders, surface patterns such as cloth, paper, etc.
Pictorial design refers to design as composition.
It is more or less realistic rendering of objects or
scenes. Examples are posters, wall -hanging s , scenic
wallpaper, and the like.
Construction includes handwork of all kinds
manipulation of many kinds of materials such as clay,
wood, textiles, paper, metal, cardboard, etc.
,
including
modelling and sculpture for both illustrative and artis-
tic purposes.
"Appreciation, currently so-called, is aesthetic
contemplation through guided attention to nature and
graphic and plastic art for purposes of enjoyment."
5 Whitford, op. cit. p. 84.
6 Frederick V. Nyquist. Art Education in Elementary
schools, pp. 21-22.
-(
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The lack of definite information concerning the
time spent on each problem in the course of study rest-
ricted the analysis to a consideration of the presence
or absence of a given topic or item in each, regardless
of the frequency of mention within the individual
course.
The subject matter for grades seven toonine
could be analysed by grades, because definite courses
are assigned to each. On the other hand, the art sub-
ject matter for grades ten to twelve was not found to
be uniformly organized and consisted mostly of elective
courses which were assigned to no specific grade.
Therefore, these courses wefe tabulated by name, and
the four having the greatest frequency of mention were
selected as representative of these grades. These data
are presented in Table II.
Calculation of Data for Grades ^even to Nine
The art subject matter was assigned to the proper
subdivision in accordance with the above definitions,
and in this way the frequency of distribution for each
subdivision was determined. The rating of the five div-
isions of art subject matter was computed by obtaining
the percentage of courses for each activity. This
c
11
TABLE II RANK ORDER OP ART COURSES TAUGHT IN THE
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL (Grades ten to twelve).
Rank Name of Course Frequency
1Jm om
1 Commercial art 17
2 Art Appreciation 13
3 General Art 12
4 Castume Design 11
5 Crafts 8
6 Drawing and Painting 8
7 Art in the Home 7
8 Design Principles 6
9 Stagecraft 5
10 Interior Decoration 3
11 Dress Design 3
12 Art in Architecture 3
13 Applied Design 2
14 Pottery, Modeling 2
15 Color 2
16 Civic Art 2
17 Art of the Printed Page 1
18 Technical Drawing 1
(
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method of computation given results which are independ-
ent of the number of art activities listed under any
subdivision of any of the five main divisions, provided
the art activities are representative. It is clear that
the inclusion of irrevelent or non-representative subj-
ect matter will increase the denominator of the fract-
ion whose numerator is the sum of representative items
for all courses. Consequently irrevelent items will de-
crease the value of the fraction, hence the rating of
the subdivision, and therefore give an entirely erron-
eous result. The rating of each of the five main div-
isions, is the mean of the ratings of their subdivisions,
and similarly the rating of the entire course is the
mean of the ratings of its five divisions. This is
shown in Table III.
The tabulated numerical data for grades 7, 8,
and 9 is given in Table III, and for the four selected
courses representative of grades 10, 11, and 12 collec-
tively, in Table IV.
Interpretation of Art Curricula Data
Refering to Figure 2, the ordinate s are the rat-
ings expressed in percent, while the abscissa repres-
ent the classification of the subject matter. The
three broken lines represent respectively grades 7, 8,
uroo
12.
TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION 09 SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT OF THE ART COURSES FOR
GRADES SEVEN, EIGHT, AND NINE FROM 25 CITIES IN 17 STATES*
SUBJECT MATTER IN
TERMS OF ART
CLASSROOM
EXERCISES
SUBJECT MATTER IN TERMS
OF ACTIVITIES. PROJECTS
INFORMATIONAL
7th 8th 9th
.083 .096 .089
Architectural
7th 8th 9th
.050 .100 .133
Maps
•000 ,053 .066
Perspective
•450 .315 «333
Figure
.000 .105 .000
I DRAWING &
PAINTING
7th .233
8th .221
9th .203
CREATIVE
EXPRESSION
7th 8th 9th
.240 .358 .453
Still Life
•500 .420 ,733
Figure (Pose)
.100 .265 .266
Pictorial Illustration
•150 .210 .266
Nature
•600 .650 .466
Creative Illustration
•350 .263 .533
GRAPHIC Narrative Illustration
VOCABULARY .350 «263 .066
7th 8th 9th Animal & Nature Dwg.
.275 .210 ,066 .300 .210 .200
Figure Study
•350 .263 .200
Miscellaneous
•100 .105 .000
SUMMARY (See following pages of this table)
TQ'jEaL FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
7th Grade «408
8th Grade .37*
9th Grade .337
<\
\
c
I«BDb III (Cont.)
Posters
•750 .525 .400
Stage Scenery
.060 ,066 .066
Mature & Scenes
.200 ,106 ,133
Dynamic Symmetry
•000 .000 ,096
Lettering Applications
.750 .575 .600
Craft Problem Design
•200 .157 .066
Costume
•400 .320 ,266
Interior Decoration
•200 .425 .066
"iaak Assign
•050 .053 .066
Lettering Study
.500 .525 .733
CLASSkOOii SUWiXT wkTTLh IK TiuRjiS
SSfaftClSiS OF ACTIVITIES. KiQJLCIS
DkCORkTIVE DESIGN
7th 8th 9th
•800 .630 ,600
Surface Decoration
7th 8th 9th
•800 .630 .600
II LE3I(flf
7th .470
8th .392
9th ,431
PICTORIAL
CQidPOSITION
7th 8th 9th
••340 .242 .253
CONSTRUCTIVE
DESIGN
7th 8th 9th
•270 .305 .240
S¥STL-L£IC Systematic Study
III COLOR STUDY
.900 .735 .600
7th 8th 9th
7th
.950 .900 .735 .600
8th
.87
9th .800* APPLICATION Applications
1.00 1,00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00
II
TABLS III (Coat.) 14.
SUBJECT AETjuti Ik OmASSROOM
ESLRCISES
SLBBJiiCT i^TMi IB
OF ACTIVITIES. PROJECTS
IV C0N3THCCTI0K
7th .116
8th .115
9th .133
ART 3 tc CB1FTS
7th 8th 9th
•150 .134 .200
Blockprinting
7th 8th 9th
.200 .365 .533
Paper Construction
•350 .368 a «333
Wood Construction
•150 .000 .066
Stenciling
.000 .157 .266
Pottery
•150 .053 .066
Basketry
•050 .105 .066
Jewelry
.050 .000 .000
Stageoraft
••050.050 .066
Bookbinding
.100 .105 .066
Batik
•000 .000 .266
Paper Crafts
.550 .260 .333
LDDELIKG-
7thb8th 9th
.150 .132 .100
ilodeling
.150 .105 .000
Carving
.150 .157 .200
STUDY OP IfiDUSTRIAL
ARTS PROCESSES
7th 8th 9th
•050 .079 .100
Processes
•050 .053 .066
History
.050 .105 .133
V APPRECIATION
7th .272
8th .298
9th ,118
FIKE ARTS
7th 8th 9th
•417 .527 .133
Industrial Arts
7th 8th 9th
.250 .210 .133
NATURE
7th 8th 9th
.150 .158 .089
Painting
•850 .685 .466
Sculpture
.150 .157 .000
Architecture
.150 .525 .133
Crafts, Interior Dec
.250 .210 .133
Civic
.200 .315 .200
Garden
.1.00.157 .066
Nature Arrangement
.150 .000 .000
(<
TABLL IV 15.
DISTRIBUTION OP THE SUBJECT GUTTER OP THE CONTENT
COitJERClAL ART, COSTUME DESIGN, GENERAL ART, AND
APPRECIATION COURSES OP THE SENIRQ HISH SCHOOL.
(GRATES TEN TO TWELVE)
SUBJECT HATTER APPRECIATION COZIIERCIAL GENERAL COSTUME
I—DRAWING & PAINTING O/O - ?7
1—.Informational 7/32 . .29 7/32 B .22 6/12 -.50
2—Creative Exp. 0/50 - 27/60- .45 40/80 -.50 4/30 -.13
3—Graphic Vocab. 0/4O - l/46 te .02 w.OQ -.00
Ave. Ave. .25 Ave. L24 Ave. "".21
II-DESIGN
1—Decorative l/lO - .10 2/l2 = .17 ll/l6 5*. 68 3/6 -.50
2—Pictorial Comp. 0/40 - .00 1 5/48= .31 17/64 -.27 l/24 -.04
3—Constructive 6/50 - .12 22/72* .32 30/96 fe .gl 7/36 -.SO
Ave." .073 ve ' «*66 Ave. .«2 Ave. .28
III-COLOR
1—Systematic Stdy. l/lO - .10 4/12~a «33 13/16 -.81 6/6 -1.00
2—Applications l/lO - .10 8/l2 *. .66 13/16 -.81 4/6 -.66
Ave. .10 Ave. .45 Ave. .81 , Ave..83
IV-CONSTHUCTION
1—^Arts & Crafts 2/100 s .02 8/120- .07 25/160-.15 2/60 -.03
2—2Sodeling .00 • «00 4/16 = .25 -.00
3—Industrial l/20 - .05 9/24 a .37 5/32 -.15 00
Ave. .02 Ave. .15 Ave. .18 Ave. .01
V—APPRECIATION
1—Pine Arts 25/30 e .83 2/36 - .05 }fc/48 ».33 -.00
2—Industrial Arts 8/lO s .80 l/12 s f »08, 6/l6 a.37 3/6 -.50
3—Nature 10 /30 - .30 °/36 - .00 2/48 -.04 $ ».00
Ave. .63 Ave » «04 Ave? .25 Ave. .16
COURSE TOTALS
.82/5 1.16/5 1.90/5 1.49/5
«23
.36 ,30
TOTAL TOR HiJa SCHOOL
.15
.23
.38
.30
1.06/4 8 0*27
+c
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and 9. The similarity of the three lines, and hence
the similarity of the distribution of tne subject
matter, is strikingly apparent.
Tnis figure brings out several trends, in subject
matter in tne three grades under consideration. The
rating of graphic vocabulary is 27.5 percent for the
seventh, 21.1 percent for the eighth, and 6,6 percent
for the ninth grade. The systematic study of color has
a rating of 90 percent in the seventh and decreases to
60 percent in the ninth grade. This decrease in graphic
vocabulary and in the systematic study of color may be
explained by the fact that they are usually taught dur-
ing the first six grades and therefore are mastered be-
fore the ninth grade. These curves reveal that the
greatest difference for these grades is for apprecia^-
tion. The rating for the seventh and for the eighth
grade is 45 percent, approximately. In the ninth grade
the rating has decreased to the low figure of 13 per-
cent. This sudden decrease in appreciation is explained
upon reference to Figure 2. It will be seen that appr-
eciation is of three kinds, fine arts appreciation,
industrial arts appreciation and nature appreciation.
The sudden decrease in fine arts appreciation is due to
a corresponding decrease in emphasis on the study of
painting and sculpture. The emphasis on architecture
(c
19
remains practically constant. Likewise the rating for
industrial art appreciation is 25 percent in tne seven-
th- grade, 21 percent in tne gignth, and decreases shar-
ply to 15 percent in the ninth grade. This 50 percent
decrease is due to tne lessened emphasis on the study
of interior decoration. There is only a slight decrease
in nature appreciation.
The other subdivisions of the classification,
namely, informational drawing., creative expresoion,
arts and crafts, modelling, study of industrial arts
procesoes and nistiry, and nature appreciation, have
substantially the same rating thriugnout the seventh,
eighth and ninth grades. The diotribution of the subj-
ect matter for the different grades remains substantia-
lly the same. In other words, there is apparently no
grade placement of subject matter for these divisions.
This conclusion is substiantiated by the report of the
National survey of secondary Education^ 5 wnich is also
based on analysis of courses of study. The method of
analysis is not stated.
A more general representation of subject matter
in grades 7, 8, and 9 given in Figure 3. The ordin-
15 Instruction in Music and Art, National survey of
Secondary Education, Bulletin, 1932, - j o. 17. Mono-
graph No. 25. p. 50.
(
FIGURE 3. RATING FOR THE FIVE SUBJECT CLASSIFICA-
TIONS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. RATING
FOR ENTIRE 7th, 8th, and 9th GRADES.
•
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ates represent the rating in percentages, the abscissa
the classification of subject matter. Once again the
similarity of the three grades is revealed. The de-
crease in emphasis on color from the seventh to the
ninth grade is thrown in relief. For appreciation, the
decrease from grades 7 and 8 to grade 9 is made more
apparent in this than in the previous figure. The last
observation differs from general opinion in regard to
the amount of appreciation in the ninth grade. This
apparent contradiction is partially explained when it
is recalled that tne definition of appreciation, as used
in the present analysis, is exclusive ofl any creative
art work. The rating for drawing and painting, design,
and construction remains practically unchanged in gra-
des 7, 8, and 9.
The rating for the entire course for grades 7,8,
and 9 is given in the second set of lines in Figure 3.
This rating decreases regularly from 40 percent in the
seventh to 36 percent in the eighth, and to 30 percent
in the ninth grade. This diminution in rating with ad-
vance in grade arises from the decreases in the system-
atic study of colorx ' and of appreciation.
16 loyal Bailey Farnum, Art Education, Bulletin, 1931,
No. 20. United states Department of the Interior,
pp. 11-13.
17 William G. Whitford, "Experimental Unit ofi Color
((
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An alternative method of comparing the ratings
of the three grades with respect to the five main div-
isions, is to group them into three classes. The first
group has a rating from 50 to 100 percent and includes
color in the seventh and eighth grades. The second, or
median group, having a rating of 25 to 50 percent, inc-
ludes drawing and painting, and design for all three
grades, and appreciation for the seventh and eighth.
The third group, with a rating of to 25 percent, inc-
ludes construction for all three grades, and apprecia-
tion for the ninth grade.
Interpretation of Art Content in trades 10 to 12.
In the interpretation of the distribution of art
subject matter for grades ten to twelve, it snould be
recalled thafe four courses were selected as representa-
tive of these grades and tnat no consideration of grade
placement was undertaken due to the fact that pupils
from each of tnese grades might be present in any art
class.
for high -chools." North Central Association
Quarterly, March 1952, pp. 413-52. An interesting
new development in the systematic study of color in
the general art course of the high school. Its infl
uence will probably be widespread.

23
The interpretation of art subject matter for
grades 10 to 12 is made by reference to Figure 4. The
rating in percent are the ordinates, tne classification
of subject matter the abscissa. The curves for commer-
cial art, costume design, and general art courses have
sertain similarities. These three courses have their
maximum rating in decorative design and systematic
study and application of color. The minimum rating for
these courses is in graphic vocabulary. Arts and
crafts, modelling, industrial arts study, constructive
design, nature appreciation and pictorial composition
are the lowest for all. On the other hand, the apprec-
iation course has a rating of less than 10 percent for
all subdivisions, with the exception of fine and indus-
trial arts appreciation, for which it has over 80 per-
cent.
In view of their irregular differences, it is
more advantageous to compare these four courses on the
basis of the five main divisions of subject matter as
in Figure 5. From this more general comparison, the
minor irregularities disappear, and it is apparent that
the general, costume, and commercial art courses are
similar, and their ratings may be divided into three
groups, as in grades 7, 8, and 9«
The first group, having a rating from 50 to 100
(c
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percent, includes color for the general art and costume
course^, The second group, from 25 to 50 percent, inc-
ludes drawing and painting for the commercila art
course; design for the commercial art, cotume and gen-
eral courses; color for the commercial art course. The
third group, with a rating from to 25 percent, is
made up of drawing and painting for the general art,
appreciation and costume courses; design and color for
the appreciation course; and construction for all four*
The second set of curves in figure 5 represent
the rating for each of the four art courses in the ten-
th to twelfth grades. The range from 38 percent for
the general art course through 30 percent for the cost-
ume course,.to 23 percent for the commercial art course,
down to 15 percent for the appreciation course is indi-
cated. It is noteworthy that the lowest ratins is ass-
igned the appreciation course and the highest reatin to
the general course. The interpretation being, that the
former is the most specialized, and the latter the most
varied.
uummary of oalient -features
The salient features of the art subject matter
of the grades 7 to 9, and the special art courses in the
grades 10 to 12, as determined by the analyses in this
((
chapter, may be summarized as follows:
26
I. Grades 7 to 9;
a) A high rating for color
b) Low rating for construction and apprecia-
tion
c) Medium rating for drawing and painting
and design
d) Decrease of rating for the entire course
(7-9), from 40 percent in the 7th to 30
percent in the 9th grade.
II. opecial high schoo}. courses in art;
a) Certain similarities in the rating of the
general course of both grade 9 and the
high school
b) High rating in color for all courses
c) Low rating in the general course for con-
struction and appreciation.
d) Medium rating in drawing and painting and
design
e) Rating for entire general art course is
38 percent
Rating for entire costume course is 30
percent
Rating for entire commercial art course
is 23 percent
Rating for entire appreciation course is
15 percent
f ) Total rating for high school art is 26
percent
g) Marked specialization of the appreciation
course.
(
CHAPTER III
TYPEu OP ART UTILIZED BY EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIEo OP
THE SECONDARY oCiiOOL
Introduction
The second part of the problem, that of deter-
mining the typical art services utilized by the extra-
curricular activities, is based on the classification
of extra-curricular activities of the North Central
Association of Colleges and ^econda ry ochools^ In this
report these activities are classified in twelve types,
as given in Table V, column 2.
Table VI represents the first step in the trans-
formation of the extra-curricular activities from the
twelve types of the North Central Association into such
form that their required art services may be determined,
and then analyzed, and compared on the same basis as
the curricular art courses.
The typical art services required by the extra-
curricular activities may be conveniently classified
into fpur grpups, namely, crafts, promotion, illustr-
ative drawing, and the appreciation and selection of
1 "Report of the oub-committee on Extra-curricular
Activities," The North Central Association Quart-
erly, Vol. Ill, No. 4, (March 1929). pp. 544-547.
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1 ^Table V. TYPES OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 8
SHOWJJfO THE MAIN TYPES OF ART Q
UTILIZED BY £ <x.12
•
CD
•
P
~J
»-}
*-<
•
u
M
K
1 2 1 ;s
h—
1 Participation in the organisation,
management and control of the school
o Drives and oomraunity activities
3 Religions and social welfare clubs
and or cran 1 zat. 1 on«5 r»f t>^1 ipf
4 Purely social activities
5 Athletics
School publications
Dramatics and public speaking at
8
-
Musical activities
9 Subject clubs
Miscellaneous clubs
11 Assemblies
12 Home room activities
Totals 12 5 1 6
12 PROMOTIONAL ART
5 CRAFT ART
1 ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING}
6 APPRECIATION & SELECTION OF AHT PRODUCTS
>
1 "Report of the Sub-committee on Extra-curricular Activities"
The North Central Association Quarterly, dd. 544-546, Vol. III.
No. 4, (March 1929)
.
c
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art products. These four types of extra-curricular art
services head column 3, 4, 5, and 6 of Table V. The
determination of the art services utilized by each type
of extra-curricular activity was established b£ listing
2the art activities connected with each, and then re-
classifying them under the four heads of Table V, col-
umns 3, 4, 5, and 6.
The art subject matter utilized in connection
with the extra-curricular activities, given in Table
VII, column 2, is listed under four groups of art serv-
ices. A column is provided for each of the twelve types
of extra-curricular activities and a column for totals.
The assignment of definite art products to eacn type of
extra-curricular activity was done by reference to
Table VI. This table is an adaptation of the classif-
ication of extra-curricular activities given in the
North Central Association Report. The analysis of the
art subject matter found utilized in extra-curricular
activities was carried out as in the analysis of the
curricular art courses. The information in Table VII
plays the same role in the extra-curricular as the pub-
lished courses of study played in the curricular analy-
sis. Details of the method of analysis have been gevin
Art oyllabus. otate of Missouri, Department of Educa-
tion, Bulletin No. 25, 1925. pp. 26-28 (with supplem-
entation) .
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TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION OP EXTRA-CTOPICULAR ACTIVITIES
Type Activity
I Participation in the Organization and Management
of the School
1. School control and development of school
spirit
2. Promotion of extra-curricular activities
3. Motivation of scholarship
4. Care of buildings, grounds, equipment, supplies
5. Establishing satisfactory relations with the
home and community
6. Election of officers
II Drives and Community Activities
1. Special weeks
2. Special days
3. Community chest campaign
4. School band campaign
5. New school building
6. General improvement activities
III Religious and Social Welfare Clubs and Organizations
of Relief
1. Religious clubs
2. Social and welfare clubs
3. Organizations of relief
r
TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION OP EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
(Continued)
Type Activity
IV Purely Social Activities
1, Parties
2 Dances
3« Banquet
8
4. Dinners
5, Receptions, etc
V. Athletics
VI School Publications
1, Yearbooks
2 Newspapers
3, Classbooks
4 Magazines
5, Memory books
VII Dramatics and Public Speaking
1 , Plays
2, Pageants
3, Circuses
4, Pairs
5, Puppet shows
6, Pantomine
7, Minstrel shows
Ic
<
TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION OP EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
(continued)
Activity
Dramatics and Public Speaking
8, Carnivals
9. Historic drama
10. Tableaux
11, Vaudeville
12* Operettas
13 o Debating
14. Oratory
15. Lectures
16. Student forums
VIII Musical Activities
1 • Chorus
2. Glee Club
3. Quartet
8
4. Operettas
5. Cantatas
6 . Band
7. Orchestra
IX Subject Club
8
X Miscellaneous clubs
XI Assemblies
XII Home Room Activities
Type
VII
r(
\
r
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TABLE. 711 ART SUBJECT LIATTER UTILISED IK COKNLCTIOK UITK ECA.
3UBJECT ilATTLR TYPEo OP EXTRA~CURRICULAu ACTIVITIES
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1, Total
I PROMOTIONAL SERVICES
Fosters xxxxxxxxx x x x 12
Slogans xxx...... • . • 3
Signs xxxxxxxxx x x • 11
Insignia xxx.x.*.xxx. 7
Charts xx . x 3
Diagrams x . . .3 . . l
Banners x x . x x . . c . • . . 5
Badges x x . . y 3
46
II CRAFT SERVICES
Favors • . . x . . . . . . . l
Frizes ...x 1
Stage Crafts xx. .x 3
Masks
. . . x . x x x . . x * 5
Blookpriating xx. .x . 3
Costume Making xx. , x . 3
Toy Construction . . x l
17
III DRAWING & FAINTING
Book Flates x 1
Book Covers x , 1
Program ...xx.xx. . x . 5
.Place Cards . . . x . . . . . . . . l
Initial Letters • • . . . x . . . . . . l
Headings xxx. • . 3
End Pieces .....xxx. . • . 3
Borders .....xxx. • . • 3
Illustrations .....xxx. • . . 3
Cartoons X... • . , 1
Endpapers
. • . . • x . . • . • • 1
Cover Papers . . . . . x . . . . , . l
Title Pages x 1
Costume Design ......xx..x. 3
Lettering Diplomas x • . . 1
Room Lay-outs x • . 1
Invitations • • . x • x x x . . . . 4
Tags x . 1
Calftfcders x ? i
35

SUBJECT 21ATTEB TYPES OP EXTRA-CUREICULAK ACTIVITIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 K Totals
IV ADVISORY SERVICE
School Gifts X • • • * • • • • • • 1
Exhibits % X s X • 4
Decorations • • * X . .XX* • X • 4
Bidet in Boards X X X X X x x x r X X 12
Shovr Cases X » • • • • • • • X 2
School 3uildings X X 2
Landscaping Sch.Gnds. X 1
Publications • • * • • X . . . • • • 1
Collecting, Classifying,
Sfcunting & Labelling &
Arranging Material for
Reference and Loan ...... x x x x x x 6
ZZ
i
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in Chapter II. The data from the analysis of extra-
curricular data were tabulated in Table VIII.
Interpretation
The ordinates of Figure 6 represent the ratings
in percent and the adscissa the subdivisions of the
subject matter. The ratings vary from a maximum value
of 15 percent for decorative design and pictorial des-
ign, to 14 pwrcent for industrial arts appreciation, 18
percent for creative expression and constructive design,
to percent for systematic study of color. The low
value of the maximum rating is of special interest as
it indicates that on the average a given extra-curricn
ular activity makes use of only 15 percent of the sub-
ject matter under a given subdivision.
The second curve in the figure represents the
rating of the five major divisions of art subject
matter. The total rating of the art content of extra-
curricular activities is only 8 percent. This low rat-
ing may be interpreted as meaning that the art services
utilized in the extra-curricular program are rather
specialized.
oummary
To summarize, the subdivisions which are of import-
-•
table: yiii
classification! of art used by extsa^cupriculab activities
I—DRAWING & PAINT INC
1—Informat i onal
a-Charts 3
b-Dia6raras } 1 4/49 - ,08
2-~Creative Expression
a-Illustration 3 '6/24 « .12
3«--Gr&phlc Vocabulary
a-Cartoons 1 l/24 ..04 ,24/3
il-desighj
1—Decorative
a-Insignia 7
b-Banners • • 5
c-3adges • 3
d«-Cover Papers • 1
e-"%d Papers ...» 3
f-End Pieces 1
g-Borders 3
h-Headings 3
i-Decorations 4 34/216 » .15
2—Pictorial Composition
a-Postfirs • 12
b-Book Covers 1
CxPrograms 5
d-Title Pages 1
e~Book Plates 1
f-PIace Cards 1
g-Tnvi tat ions 4 25/166 « .15
3—Constructive Design
a»31ogans 3
b-Signs 11
o**Placards , 1
d-Initial Letters 1
e-Roora Layouts ............ 1
f-Costume Design 3
fe--ifasiC3 3 24/248 « .12 .42/3
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TABLE VIII (Coat.)
IIIw~COLOR
1—Systematic Study
2—Application 24 24/48 - ,50 0.50
IV—COKSTRUCTION
1—Arts & Crafts
a-Favors 1
bwPrizes • 1
c-Tags • « 1
d-Calaniers . . 1
e-Block Printing 3
f-Costume 3
g-Stage Crafts 3
h-Toya 1 16/192 » .06 0.08
V—-APPRECIATION
1—Pine Arts
a-Sohool Sifts 1
b-Show Cases 4
c-Buil dings - . 2
d-Bulletin Boards 12 19/96 - .20
2—
-Industrial Arts
a-«Publicationa 1
b-2xhibits 4
e-Colleotirg Material S 10/72 - L14
3—Nature
a-Landscaping 1 l/24 .02 .36/3 » .12
TOTAL E-C-A RATINGS
.08
.14
.50
.08
.12
•92/5 B .16 TOTAL
C
100
90 •
80
70
•p 60
o
t*
© 50
•H
40
w
•H
20
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PAINTING DESIG1
COLOR CONSTRUC-
TION
APPRECIA-
TION
FIGURE 6. THE RATING OP THE EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES.
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ance for the art services required by extra-curricular
activities are: creative expression, decorative design,
pictorial composition, constructive design, arts and
crafts, and the appreciation of fine and industrial
arts. Prom a more general point of view, the empnasis
is on design and appreciation, with less emphasis on
construction, and drawing and painting, and negligable
emphasis on color.

CHAPTER IV
COMPARIoON OP fiURRICULAR AND EXTRA-CUR :ICULAR
ART ACTIVITIEo
This chapter has a two -fold purpose, first that
of comparing tha data of the extra-curricular art acti-
vities with the data of the curricular art activities,
and secondly, pointing out the omissions, the duplicat-
ions, and the over ^emphasi sea of the art subject matter
in both.
A general comparison between intra- and extra-
curricular art may be made in reference to Figure 7,
which snows that the total rating for the intra-curri-
cular art is 32 percent or four times that for the
extra-curricular art rating. The total ratings for the
four courses selected as representative of grades 10,
11, and 12, and that for grades 7 to 9 are also given
in this figure. They have values of 27 percent and 38
percent respectively. The average rating for each of
the three grades and the four courses are also given in
this figure.
To determine the required additions to the curr-
icular art courses, the content of a typical course is
subtracted from that of an ideal course. v.he problem
is to determine an ideal course. This may be accompli-
39

Total
7th
8th
9th
Total
General
*- Costume
— Commercial
Appreciation
•
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shed by considering the ideal"*" course to consist of the
five main divisions of art subject matter prevoiusly
considered, and that each of these five divisions is of
equal importance, • Granting this, what rating between
and 100 percent should represent an ideal course ? In
the typical course given in Figure 8 it is probable
that the amount of over-emphasis approximately balances
the amount of under-emphasis. If this is ture, an aver-
age of the rating for all five divisions of subject
matter will give a reasonable approximation to the rat-
ing of an ideal course. As the rating for grades 7, 8,
9, and the four courses representing grades 1Q, 11, and
12 are very similar the ideal rating was computed for
the entire range of the secondary school instead of per
mitting a break at the 9th grade.
This method is one way of determining the relat-
ive emphasis for the five main divisions of subject
matter in an ideal course. It must be understood, how-
ever, that this is merely the foundation for an ideal
course in a general way, and that the individual art
activities under each division are possible of so much
1 W . G . v/hitford, "Changing Objectives and Trends in
Art Education," School Arts Magazine, Vol. XXXII,
No. 8. (April 1933) p.x. Whitford claims 'the ideal
course already exists, the problem is to find it.'
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FIGURE 8. COMPARISON OP THE RATING OP THE CUPRICUL/.R /.RT
SUBJECT MATTER WITH THE EXTRACURRICULAR ART
NEEDS.
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variation that it is impossible to definitely determine
them
The data for this purpose is given in Table IX
and the calculations are carried out, as indicated.
The result is tnat an ideal course may be considered to
have an average rating of 32 percent, with a mean devi-
ation of /17. In other words, refering to Figure 8,
those parts of the courses in tne secondary school
ewhich have a rating of under 15 per sent are under-emph-
asized. This includes construction in the entire sec-
ondary school, -^rawing and painting, and design and
color are much under-emphasized in the appreciation
comrse of grades 10 to 12, but this is not of particular
importance as this is for a specialized course, nowever,
more manipulative activities might be introduced to ad-
vantage, similarly, parts of courses rating greater
than 50 percent may be considered to be over-emphasized»
This includes tne color of the general course and of
the costume course, and of grades 7 and 8. Thus parts
of courses which have a rating of 15 percent may be
considered to be satisfactory. This range includes
drawing and painting, design, and appreciation for the
whole range of tne secondary scnool.
The rating plotted as the last vertical line in
Figure 8 is representative of the typical art services
required by the extra-curricular activities exclusive
*
TABLE NO. IX. COLLECTED RATINGS IN PERCENT FOR THE SUB
JECT MATTER OP THE INTRA- AND EXTRA-CURR
ICULAR ACTIVITIES.
INTRA-CUREI CULAR
JUNIOR HIGH SENIOR HIGH
<U pK O
Eh H
X «
7thf Oil Oil \j\jUu.I\." Appre- M g
al ume ercial ciat- Oion
I 23 22 20 24 21 25 8
10 9 22 50 29 8
DRAWING 34 36 45 50 13 45 12
& 27 21 7 O 2 v j*
PAINTING
II 47 37 43 42 28 27 7 14
ao 63 80 (8 50 17X w 10XV 15
DESIGN 34- 24 25 27 4 31vx 15
27 30 24 31 20 32 12 12
III
95 87 80 81 83 45 10
COLOR 90 74 60 81 100 33 10Xv
100 a 100 100 81 66: 66 10
IV 12 12 13 18 1 15 2 8
15 13 20 15 30 7 2 8
CONSTRUC- 15 13 10 25
TION 5 3 10 15 37 5
V 27 30 12 25 16 40 58 12
APPRECI-
42 53 13 33 5 83 20
25 21 13 37 50 8 80 14ATION 15 16 9a 4 2
•
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of art clubs. The rating for the five main divisions
are .substantially tne same, therefore they will be con-
sidered tne rating of tneir subdivisions . These ratings
are given in Table 8. This shows that the typical art
services emphasised are: informational drawing, creative
expression, decorative design, arts and crafts, pictor-
ial composition, constructive design, color application
and fine and industrial arts appreciation.
To recapitulate, tne secondary school curricula
art requires supplementation in construction. It needs
decreased emphasis on colofc study. The appreciation in
grades 7, 8, and 9 just meets minimum requirements. It
should be further pointed out that the minimum rating
of 15 percent could be advantageously increased to 25
percent. If this was done, appreciation would require
reinforcing and possibly the same could be said of
drawing and painting.
The required art services of the extra-curricular
activities are informational drawing, creative express-
ion, arts and crafts, decorative design, pictorial de-rr
ign, constructive design, color application, .and fine
and industrial arts appreciation.
c
CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ART CLUBs
Modem Art Objectives
Modern art education of the American secondary
school aims to further the realization of tne Cardinal
Principles of secondary Education. Art in relation to
the principles nas "been expressed in a number of ways.
One of the beat is the following: 1
1. HEALTH. Physical health is closely associated
with mental health. Art aids nealtn by training a per-
son to see beauty and think beauty, by increasing the
enjoyment of the out-of-doors, and by surroundings that
are restful.
2. FUNDAMENTAL PROCEosEs. oince art is a part of
every piece of work performed by man, the foundation
for good workmanship is a knowledge of the principles
of drawing, an understanding of the harmonies of color,
a feeling for good line and space arrangement, and a
correlation of the hand and mind in the acquiring of
skill.
1 state of Oklahoma, Department of Education. nigh
ochool Course of otudy in Art. Bulletin No. 127,
1930, pp. 7-8.
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3. CITIZENSHIP. Worthwhile citizens are those who
take an interest in the community and build tword nigh
standards. Art awakens interest in the beauty of the
community, pride and good taste in the home and neigh-
borhood, and community consciousness.
4. HOME MEMBERSHIP. The appearance of man and his
home reflect the character and standard of his taste.
Art elevates man by creating a cultural atmosphere, by
giving an underotanding of the laws of color and using
them to give a satisfying and restful environment, and
by creating a respect for himself and the respect of
others by neat, pleasing and refined dre^s.
5. LEISURE TIME. The art of the world and the
beauties of nature belong to the man who can appreciate
them. Art offers numerous possibilities in a worthwhile
use of leisure time in out -door sketching, in many forms
of craftsmanship, an cultivating hobbies, in developing
the faculty of seeing and finding beauty, in appreciat-
ing and understanding the art of the world, and in en
riching all paths of life, especially literature, hist-
ory and travel.
6. VOCATION. Creative craftsmanship must be enc-
ouraged and cultivated, for machines cannot make an
article until man has first imagined and developed it.
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With tilla aim in wiew, art endeavors to find talent and
direct it tword a vocation. Among those included in
thio field are the following: interior decorator,
architect, dress designer, costume illuotrator , commer-
cial advertiser, cartoonist, landscape gardener, paint-
er, sculptor, ornamental modeler, furniture designer,
applied designer, sign painter, photographer, buyer
,
museum director, critic, engraver, metal craftsman,
florist, window decorator, milliner, and city designer.
7. ETHICAL CHARACTER. Art trains vigorous and ex-
acting mental habits. It aftould cultivate in the indiv-
idual clean and almost spiritual mindedneos, honest
values, fair judgment, and a fearless manner of attack-
ing problems.
8. WORLDMINDEDNEoo. All time and races are made
one by art. 3y a knowledge of art we have a universal
language and an understanding of the history of the
world.
"
The Values of Art2
"The values of art for all pupils lie in its
daily uses in selecting and arranging objects, in the
2 otate of Missouri, Art oyllabus, Bulletin No. 5,
1925, p. 20.
c_
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pleasure derived from such uset>, in the broadened int-
erests and sympathy which it creates and in the increa-
sed efficiency which it gives in many lines of work.
These are sometimes called "consumer" valuse in distin-
ction from the "porducer" values which the subject has
for the talented few who will find in it their vocat-
ions •
"Art education should provide experiences which
will make all pupilo intelligent consumers of art and
give those who are adapted for it an opportunity to be-
come intelligent producers,"
The General Objectives of Art Clubs
The general objectives of art clubs are: (1) to
develop intelligent consumers through developing selec-
tive judgment and appreciation, (2) to give the talent-
ed pupil opportunities for growth in skill, imagination,
initiative and originality, (3) to promote the worthy
use of leisure, (4) to develop a genuine art atmosphere
in the school and iid the regular art courses to carry
out their programs, (5) to develop concern for others
and a respect for creative effort, and to provide a
wide range of worthy activities v/hich will meet and
further the varied interests and abilities of the adol-
escent.
<
The ^election of Art Clubs
50
It is feasible to accomplish these objectives by
establishing the art club activities on the common art
services of the general extra-curricular program, and
on the weaknesses of the curricular art courses. The
related curricular and extra-curricular activities be-
ing classified together to form the several clube. The
method of determining these needs and a discussion of
them has been given in previous chapters of this thesis.
Their translation into definite clubs will be presented
in the next cnapter.
By organizing four clubs with a definite purpose
for each, the art activities of the school are broaden-
ed, organized, more easily handled and, consequently,
of more value to the individual and the school.
It was shown in Table V that there are four
types of art services that are required by extra-curri-
cular activities, promotional, craft, illustrative draw-
ing, and appreciation and selection of art products.
The subdivisions in which the curricula courses need
supplementing, and the subdivisions of the art services
of the extra-curricular activities may be classified
under these four types.
t
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The Art Clubs oelected
The clubs selected are four in number and have
been given the following names
:
1. Tne Promotion Club
2. The Bohemian Club
5. The hobby Club
4. The Connoisseur Club
These clubs will be discussed in detail in Chapters VI
and VII.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
t(
CHAPTER VI
THE oTANDARDo AND GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF
oELECTED ART CLUBo
otandard for Art Clubs
There must be definite standards for the select-
ion, organization and evaluation of art clubs. The
following list has been selected as representative of
the best^" thought.
i. Each club must have definite and worhty aims.
II. Definite educational and social advantages must
be attached to each.
III. The clubs must have definite activities. These
activities must be carefully worked out and
worthy of the time they consume.
IV. The clubs should reflect pupil interests and lead
to the satisfaction of the creative instinct.
V. They should be so organized that a limited number
of art clubs will be sufficient and will give
varied and effective opportunity for individual
expression and development.
VI. Details of organization snould be such as will
insure the positive accomplishment of the des-
ired ends.
1 Adapted from the following writers: Earle U. Rugg.
oummary of investigations Relating to Extra-curric**
ular Activities, pp. 126, 147.
Elbert K. Pretwell, Extra-curricular Activities in
secondary schools, p. 290.
G.D.Houston, "Extra -curticular Activities in their
True Light", Education, Vol.50, No. 5 (January 1930)
pp. 287-292.
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The four selected clubs were organized to meet
these standards. Each will be discussed in some detail.
Their aims, activities and organization, together with
tne values and advantages of eacn are also considered.
In the Appendix will be found a selected bibliography
classified by club.
Before preoenting the individual clubs, attention
is directed to their general organization in order that
unnecessary repetition may be avoided.
General Organization
The general organization of the selected clubs
has been worked out to meet the above standards. This
general organization is basic to all four clubs, aiming
to establish efficiency in tne routine duties so that
they will not overshadow the real purposes of the clubs.
The routine duties common to these four clubs
are represented graphically by Figure 9. These are the
duties of administration, planning, contact , instruction
and supplies. These activities will be taken up in turn,
considering only the pupil participation in each;
I. Administaation. Under tne administrative neading
come those club activities usually associated with bus-
iness organization. These include the systematic methods
(
A
TYPICAL ART CLUB
ACTIVITIES COMMON TO THE PROPOSED ART CLUBS
CON IACT
Programs
Ideas
Instruct-
ors
SUPPLIES PLANNING
Sources
Acquisit
ion
Storage
Distribu
tion
Work
Programs
Exhibits
Talks
ADMIN-
ISTRATION
INSTRU-
CTION
Records
By-laws
Finance
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ment
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ions
Demonstr-
ations
Applica-
tions
PI CURE 9. THE GENERAL ORGANIZATION OP THE PROPOSED
ART CLUBS.
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of caring for and distributing art supplies, orders for
art work, and plana for tne future development of the
club. Each request brougnt in by the contact group is
easily cared for by entering it on a card with appropr-
iate notations as to copy, size, style, delivery date,
person to whom work is assigned, etc. The administra-
tion is also charged with maintaining records of meet-
ings, financial transactions, and of pupil attendance
and performance. The principal purpose of tne adminis-
trative group is to make tne routine duties a nearly
automatic process, consuming little time or effort.
The detailed responsibilities of tne sponsor, the
election of officers, the frequency of meetings, the
requirements for admission, and tne constitution will
necessarily be determined in tne same general manner as
those of otner types of clubs. These phases of club
organization are not directly concerned witn the method
of organizing tne art activities and will be omitted.
II. Planning Club Activities,- It is the duty of the
planning board of eacn club to assist in carrying out
the purposes for which the club was organized. This may
be done by planning talks and programs to supplement
the art courses as well as presentation before the
particular club, ouch talks bring the activities of
the clubs to the attention of non-members and hold
c
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possibilities for developing interest in art for leis-
ure among many.
The allocation of the regular club work and of
problems brought in from the other extra-curricular
activities and from the community by the contact group
forms an important function of the planning board. This
organization of pupils should relieve the sponsor of
much routine wd>rk,and leave him free to direct the more
important creative work.
III. Contact. This is apparently a new feature in the
organization of extra-curricular activities, partic-
ularly for art clubs. Its adoption should be a power-
ful influence in correlating the extra-curricular acti-
vities, and in developing the pupil's self-assurance.
This pupil group is charged with contacting the various
extra-curricular and curricular activities for the ex-
press purpose of obtaining art problems specially suit-
ed to the club which it represents. It will develop a
consciousness of the values of art for the success of
all school activities.
IV. Instruction. The duties under this head include
the delivering of short talks on the history, methods
and vocational possibilities of the various activities
with which the individual club is concerned. These may
I(
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be given by members of the club, the sponsor, or by in-
vited speakers from outside. The presentation of sub-
ject matter from this point of view will focus the
attention on the definite activities of the club. It
will also aid in raising the standards of the club act-
ivities. The participation of the pupils in talks will
give effective opportunity for individual expression
and development.
V. Supplies, As the supplies for the club activities
may often be requisitioned especially for the purpose,
it is to be expected that the club members will take an
interest in their acquisition. 5?his can best be accom-
plished by a committee which keeps in touch with supply
houses and learns what material is best for the purpose,
and where and how to obtan the desired material.
On the other hand, there are standard supplies
such as paper, pencils, brushes, and paints which are
used by all of the art clubs, and by the art classes as
v/ell, It is suggested that these common supplies be
purchased in quantity by the regular purchasing agent
and stored in the regular stock room. Each club could
draw the supplies assigned to it by requisition, and
maintain in the club room a small working stock.
These two methods, one for the acquisition of
special supplies, the other for standard supplies, com-
(
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bine in a desirable way the Elements of pupil initiat-
ive, of flexibility, and of economy. The method of dis-
tributing the supplies within the club will naturally
vary with the local conditions.
Summary
In the first part of the chapter , seven standards
were set up regarding the development and evaluation of
art clubs. An internal organization of the clubs was
developed to further these standards, as shown in Fig-
ure 9. The general organization of the clubs id divid-
ed into duties of administration, planning, contact,
instruction, and supplies. The relation of these five
parts is shown in Figure 10.
(
FIGURE 10. THE POUR ART CLUBS ARE UNIFIED BY THEIR
"CONTACT" GROUPS AND THE SPONSORS AS
SHOV/N ABOVE. THIS FIGURE SHOV/S THE PRO-
POSED CHANNELS FOR EXCHANGE OF IDEAS AND
PROBLEMS.
i
CHAPTER VII
THE AIMS AND ACTIVITIES OP THE SELECTED ART CLUBS
Introduction
The general objectives and the general organiz-
ation of the selected art clubs have been established
in previous chapters. It is the purpose of this chapt-
er to present these clubs individually.
Certain results of the analytical studies of the
art curricula, carried out in Chapters II and IV, show
that the ratings for the subdivisions of the subject
matter are markedly similar over the entire range of
the secondary school. Therefore, it is not considered
profitable at present to establish a separate set of
clubs for the upper and lower divisions of the second-
ary school range, but rather to organize clubs alike in
kind with the variations primarily in the content aid
in the decree of finish expeeted in the art work of
each.
The selected clubs which are presented below are
of different natures with each club having separate and
distinct functions. The club activities have been res-
tricted to a consideration of the art subdivisions in
accordance with the results of the analytical studies.
This establishes a firm basis upon which further de-
60
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tails may be developed to meet individual school con-
ditions. Possible subject matter variations to adapt
the clubs to either the lower or upper secondary grades
are suggested. It will be noted that provision is made
for the special talent pupil, the pupil of average
ability, and the pupil of unnoticeable ability by the
inclusion of various types of activities within each
club, as indicated in Chapter VI.
r
The Bohemian Club
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this club is an organization for the exercise of
art activities of the artistic or creative type. Such
art is for purposes of illustration, of enjoyment, the
development of skills, and the intelligent use of hist-
oric design. Its nature is cultural, as well as vocat-
ional.
The name "Bohemian" has been chosen because it
best expresses, without being prosaic, the artistic
content of the club.
The Aims
The aims of the Bohemian Club are;
1. To enrich the limited art program for the talfented
pupils by providing opportunity for increased skill in
technique, imagination and observation.
2. To provide a channel of self-expression through
drawing and painting and design for interested pupils
of average ability.
3. To produce, with the co-operation of the Connois-
seur Club, continually higher levels of art work of the
artistic and creative type for school and community
uses.
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4. To study more in detail the works of contemporaries
and develop an appreciation of their works.
The Content of the Bohemian Club
The activities of the Bohemian Cihub, as illuatr-
ated in Figure 11, have been selected by reference to
Tables VIII and IX, and Figure 6. They are listed under
three headings,- creative expression, constructive
design, and decorative design, as follows:
I. Under creative deiign fall cartoons, and illustra-
tions for the school publications. The art courses need
supplementation in artistic drawing. In this club opp-
ortunity is provided for acquiring a wider graphic voc-
abulary; more figure drawing; sketching; still life and
cast drawing if desired; and imaginative drawing. This
division of club activities allows for more varied use
of mediums than the curriculum can possibly provide.
The mediums with which the Bohemian Club work are, oil,
tempera, charcoal, crayon, colored inks, pen and ink,
pencil of various kinds, and with a wide assortment of
papers and boards.
II. Under decoartive design are borders, initials,
book covers, book plates, cover and end paper designing,
lettering for diplomas, title pages, headings. Designs
for surface decoration for craft club members who can-
(I
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FIGURE 11. ART ACTIVITIES OP THE BOHEMIAN CLUB.
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not design well.
Provision is made for the supplementation of the
curricular art by the inclusion of interior decoration,
designs for panels, craft products, weaving patterns,
batik designs, stencil deiigns, etc.
Thus this division of the activities of the Boh-
hemian Club is important to the individual and to the
school as a whole, for they aid in the school publica-*
tions, room decoration, play design and for home cons-
umption. There is an opportunity for the application of
color knowledge, techniques, varied use of mediums, and
practice in all these.... as a means to ends of value in
and of themselves.
III. Under constructive design are the following:
1. Plans for Hobbv Club products
2. " costumes for dramatics
3. " " painty decorations
4. " # room layouts
These activities give practice in planning ideas
for other people to carry out. A much needed ability.
The instructional group of this club is aided by
the Connoisseur Club in collecting material for the
talks it gives to the club members. These talks are
illustrated by slides, demonstrations, and exhibitfi.
They are given by local artists, students, the sponsor
and others.
c
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The Bohemian Club is an organization devoted to
the production and practice of decorative design, con-
structive design and creative expression. The instruc-
tional activities are coneerned with industrial arts
processes and history of art insofar as they are relat^
ed to these activities. In this way the Bohemian Club
supplements the necessirily limited art courses, (Table
VIII, and Figure 3), and definitely aims to aid all
student activities by producing creative work suited to
their needs.
r
The Promotion Club
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The Promotion Club has been organized to produce
the desired promotional art of the general school life.
With the inclusion of these promotional activities in a
single club, the continual demands for all kinds of
promotional art material will not be superimposed on
the art classes. In addition, the Promotion Clab supp-
lements the curricular art courses by emphasizing the
subdivisions of art subject matter v/hich the analysis
of the curricula has shown to be advisable, namely, the
study of industrial arts processes, pictorial design,
and informational drawing. Thus the value of this club
is direct and important.
The Aims
The aims ofl this club, in accord with the stand-
ards set up in Chapter VI, are:
1. To develop school spirit by bringing the activities
of the school community to the attention of the student
body through display material of the promotional type.
2. To coordinate extra-curricular activities by assis-
ting them all with promotional art work.
3. To raise the standard of promotional art by a uni-
form method of selection and production of such work.
((I
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4. 'i'o be of value to the community as well as to the
school through the production of promotional material
for stores and civic enterprises,
5. To supplement the art courses "by extended study of
commercial advertizing processes and techniques.
6. To give the pupil who is planning to continue art
as a vocation the opportunity to advance more rapidly
than he otherwise would in the developemtn of powers of
expression.
The Content of the Promotion Club
Refering to 1'able III, column 3, it ia apparent
that the problems of commercial and advertising art in
the 7th, 8th, and 9th grades are very limited in number
and variety. This table also shows tnat these activi-
ties, or types of art, are classified under the subdiv-
isions of informational dravdLng, pictorial design, and
the study of industrial arts processe.
By reference to Table IV and Figure 4, it will
be seen that commercial and advertising art of the 10th
to 12th grades is almost entirely restricted to the
commercial art course. This course is a general survey
i
of this art field and provides little opportunity for
proficiency in any special phase.
<
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In general, all art courses emphasized the study
of the principles underlying good art products. The
problems of the art classes are to be considered as a
means of teaching these principles, and not merely as
an erercise in skill.
Table VIII, column 1, shows the distribution of
the types of advertising and commercial art used in
extra-curricular activities and their spread among the
divisions of the art classification. Contrasted with
the curricular art work the promotional needs of the
extra-curricular activities offer an opportunity for
producing promotional material for a definite purpose,
and for immediate use.
The Promotional Club is an organization of actr-
ivities devoted to the practice and study of commercial
and advertising art. The activities of this club were
determined by reference to Tables III, IV, VIII, and to
Figures 2, 4, and 5. The club activities are grouped
under three heads, (1) informational drawing, (2) pict-
orial design, (3) and the study of industrial arts pro-
cesses. This is shonw in Figure 12. The relation of
these divisions to the club planning board is also
shown by this figure. The activities of the club will
now be considered.
I
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FIGURE 12. ART ACTIVITIES OP THE PROMOTION CLUB.
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I. Informational Drav/ing.
In this particular club informational drawing
includes charts, diagrams, and graphs. Charts and
graphs are useful in showing graphically the interest
in and progress of campaigns, drives, school attendance
and scholarship, and many other school interests. Dia-
grams are useful in showing the location of varoius
fcooms of the school for the direction and convenience
of visitors and new pupils, and to show the organization
of clubs, etc.
II. Pictorial Design.
Pictorial design includes posters for advertising
school dramatics, musicales, debating and public speak-
ing, club work and school exhibits, school publications,
elections of officers; to bring attention to elective
courses, special days and weeks, campaigns and drives,
community opportunities and industries ("know your co-
mmunity"), better school grounds, athletic events and
social activities. Posters may exert a powerful infl-
uence in developing right attitudes and interests. They
aid in raising the standard of art work of the school
and help create and broaden interest in the life of the
school. A continual change of posters is necessary to
portray the constantly changing events of the school.
Posters contribute to the success of school activities
by stimulating pupil interest and in developing antici-
c
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pation for them.
Many signs and placards for doors, lunchrooms,
bulletin boards, exhibits, athletic events, plays and
entertainments are constantly called for. These art
products require well made letters and good proportion.
They may be made things of beauty in color and arrange-
ment .
Banners and badges for decorative purposes, bad-
ges for welcoming committees, scholarship distinction
awards, athletic and citizenship awards, etc., may be
produced by this club.
III. The Study of Industrial Arts Processes.
Grouped under the. study of industrial arts proc-
esses are the activities of obtaining technical and
useful information with regard to advertising and comm-
ercial art. Some of these are,-
1. Study of reproductive processes and methods in reg-
ard to the variety of advertising covered by this
club.
2. Study of lettering, its history, development, and
effective use.
3. Study of and experimentation with the various med-
iums used in relation to this kind of art work.
4. Preparation of advertising art: layouts, principles
of advertising writing, psychology of advertising
and color.
5. Visits to commercial artists' studios.
<
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6. Talks by commercial artists; by students; by the
sponsor; also demonstrations, exhibits of original
work and reproductions.
7. The collection, exhibiting and filing of good exam-
ples of the type of art produced and studied in
this club.
8. Study made of the uses of art in commerce and indu-
stry.
The practice of technique and the development of
creative ideas, together with the study of industrial
processes as listed under III above, provide the deeded
supplementation to the art courses, and will be of value
in proportion to the enthusiasm and intensiveness with
which they are undertaken. Club work will be motivated
by the possibilities for immediate application of the
technical knowledges and skills learned in the art
class and in club work for the advancement of school
activities.
c
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The Hobby Club
The Hobby Club has the definite advantages of
being suited to all types of pupils because of the var-
iety of handicraft activities it may include; because
it fills a definite gap in the eurricular art program,
(Figures 5 and 5), and because the construction work
needed by the extra-curricular activities is easily
produced by such a club.
The Aims
1. To develop an interest in some craft for use in
leisure.
2. To develop manual dexterity/.
3. To aid all extra-curricular and eurricular activ-
ities by producing the needed constructive pro-
ducts.
4. To develop appreciation of handicrafts through do-
ing them; by the study of the processes involved
and the skills required in each; and the understan-
ding of the art qualities, and knowledge of the
correct standard of judgment of the various crafts
included in the club.
5. To lay a foundation for further vocational training
in the handicrafts.
The Content of the Hobby Club
The art activities of the Hobby Club may be div-
ided into three divisions, modelling, arts and crafts,
and constructive design. This si shown, in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13. ART ACTIVITIES OF THE HOBBY CLUB
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I. Modelling, includes clay and plafetercine modelling,
and also casting, soap aarving and wood carving. Such
activities are often unwieldly in large classes working
in a variety of mediums. 'x'hey are better handled in a
club.
II. Arts and Crafts
stage-crafts batik wood toys stencil
paper crafts tye-and-dye pottery leather
bookbinding weaving metal costume
blockprinting basketry jewelry etching
The following distinction of club activities for
the two levels of the secondary school is advanced,
metal
jewelry
leather
Grades (_ pottery
10-12 ( bookbinding
batik
stage-craft
costume
blockprinting
etching
weaving
toys
costume
marionettes
Grades ( paper crafts
7-9 ( stencil
basketry
modelling (carving)
simple pottery
blockprinting
III. Constructive design is necessary for craft prob-
lems such as masks, costumes, metal work and jewelry,
interior decoration, stage models, toys, sculpture, etc.
This includes systematic planning of the work, and the
application of art principles. It may also include
research of a more or less seriouB nature. Pupils who
have not the talent to design their own craft work may
acquire designs from the Bohemian Club through their
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respective contact groups.
Summary
This club is a most accomadating one! It is of
value to all types of pupils, and its products are of
value to most extra-curricular and curricular activ-
ities. Individual differences are met as in the other
art clubs. Rotation of activities is possible and des-
irable. Pupils may spend several meetings on one type
of craft work, then change to another. '^-his does not
limit the variety of the activities for the pupil, and
provides for that change of interests so noticeable in
adolecsents. Also with such varied activity in the
club, appreciation for many handicrafts results. fke>
instruction committee, aided by the planning board,
provides the technical knowledge necessary, through
research; talks on the usefulness of each handicraft
included in the club, the vocational possibilities s of
each, the training necessary, and the standards and
criteria of judgment of each; demonstrations and motion
pictures.

The Connoisseur Club
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The Connoisseur Club is exclusively an advisory,
censorial, and research body. It does not undertake to
produce creative work as in the other art clubs. By
grouping the advisory, research and censorial activities
pertaining to art into a single club the effectiveness
of such activities is undoubtedly more immediate, more
valuable and more lasting.
The outstanding aims of the Connoisseur Club are:
1. To provide ways in which a deeper appreciation and
understanding of art may be furthered, and a sen-
sitiveness to beauty in its many forms may be dev-
eloped.
2. To provide channels for self-expression for the
pupil with a keen interest but mediocre ability in
art.
3. To correlate with other agencies and link the
school life with outside activities.
4. To improve the art sense of the school community.
5. To provide enjoyment and recreation ttorough art by
trips to museums , historical places, and galleries.
The Content of the Connoisseur Club
The activities of the Connoisseur Club are of
four types, (1) those in relation to the school build-
ing and grounds, (2) those of research, (3) those ad-
visory in character, and (4) those regarding exhibits.
This division of activities is shown in Figure 14. Each
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FIGURE 14. ART ACTIVITIES OP THE CONNOISSEUR CLUB
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of these follow:
I. Buildings and Grounds
a. Bulletin Boards
The arrangement of bulletin boards is done
by this club. Members of the club will see that the
bulletin boards are kept up to the present, and place
pertinent news of the art worlfft upon them so that all
pupils will realize that art is a living, growing
subject
.
b. Signs and Posters
This group hangs all new and removes all
old posters, placards and signs. They require that all
such art work khall conform to certain standards of ex-
cellence before it dis acceptable for display.
c. Halls
The arrangement and g@od order of the furn
iture, the most advantageous hanging of pictures, and
the arrangement of showcases are within the province of
this club.
II, Activities of Advisory Character
A. Advice to publications
1. format
2. check on illustrations made by Bohemian Club.
-
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B. Social Functions
1. decorations
2. favors
c. On Gifts to the School
1. choice must be approved by the Connoisseur
Club.
2. suggestions may be given by this club as to
desirable gifts to the school.
D. On Dramatics and Other Lntertainments
1. determines the standard to which the scenery,
lighting, suitability of costume designs,
and stage property must conform.
2. offers suggestions as to the souree of ideas
for play costuming, etc.
E. On decorations for Special Rooms of the School
1. accepts or rejects the design presented.
2. makes suggestions for appropriate design.
III. Research Activities of the Connoisseur Club
A. Co-operating with the Library
Club members may borrow books and other material
from local and distant libraries or other sources
through the school library. This material may be used
by all art clubs and other activities. Club members may
also learn the methods of collecting, mounting, and
filing material pertaining to its activities through
association with the school librarian.
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B. Curriculum Reference Service
Teachers have great difficulty in going through
catalogues of museums and dealers and in obtaining mat-
erial of the exact nature which they want for their
courses. Teachers of academic subjects are not spec-
ifically trained in the fine arts, and have great diff-
iculty in knowing where to find the material that they
want. Therefore the Connoisseur Club endeavors to sup-
ply this need by collecting and listing the sources of
visual material suitable for use in connection with
history, literature, languages, etc. It assembles ex-
amples of pottery, textiles, carving, casts, prints,
models, coins, pictures, and other objects devoted to
the various ages of civilization, the various customs,
traditions, crafts, and architecture, etc. Sources of
comparative reading for each age will be assembled by
this club for use in the classroom,
C. Extra-curricular Reference Service
In addition to the curricular reference services,
often art clubs, dramatic clubs, and other activities
will need material not easily obtainable in a short
time. It is therefore suggested that the Connoisseur
Club aid these activities in a similar amnner that it
the curricular activities.
Source material may be collected in the form of
i
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wall-paper samples, textiles, slides, prints, reproduct-
ions of paintings, motion pictures, postcards, photos,
replicas of objects, toys, designs for lace, etc.,
books of designs and ornament, books of arts and crafts,
and manufacturers catalogues, booklets of historic
places and buildings, travel posters and travel liter.-
ature. Ihese are suggestions for starting a reference
service for the extra-curricular clubs and activities.
Such material may be obtained through museums, art deal-
ers, publishers, travel bureaus, libraries, and trades-
men, and art schools.
IV. Activities Regarding kxibits
"If the eye is constantly greeted by harmonious
objects having elegance of form and color, a standard of
taste naturally grows up. M What better way to do this
than through exhibits changed often and chosen by the
pupils ? It is one of the functions of the Connoisseur
Club to keep a continuously changing exhibition program
af art and craft expressions.
Exhibits may be divided into several types, such
as school art exhibits, club exhibits, museum loan ex-
hibits, traveling exhibits, community art products, and
1 John ^ewey, Democracy and Education, p. 21
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special exhibits arranged by this club. These are des-
cribed below in more detail.
1. School art exhibits may be assembled from the local
school, from other high schoolc in the city, or from a
specially collected group of art from neighboring cit-
ies, or may be borrowed from the Carnegie Institute of
Technology collection of high school art wwrk, Such
exhibits allow of comparison of art work of the local
school with that from other localities. Exhibits of
the work of the art courses show the variety of work
carried on in a given school, its art policies and
ideals, the provisions for individual differences and
the growth in art ability of various pupils.
2. Art club exhibits show the various and worthwhile
provision for leisure offered by the school in the way
of art activities. They show the work being carried on
in the clubs at present and may demonstrate the method
of creating the craft wofck.
3. Practically all museums provide art services for
their localities. ^hi s ma7 ^e ^he form of mounted
specimens, objects illustrating various periods of civ-
ilization, photograhps, postcards, etc.
3. Traveling exhibits of p&mntings by contemporary
artists may be obtained from the American federation of
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Arts, Barr Building, Parragut Square, "ashington, D.C.
Such exhibitions bring the art of America of today into
the school.
4. Exhibitions of fche art of the community in which
the school is situated may be formed by this club. Such
exhibits may be of the paintings dome by local people,
crafts, places of historic interest in the community
created in miniature to show the life as lived in their
hey-dey. Exhibitions of the manufactured products of
the community, their sources of inspiration, processes
and uses.
5. Special exhibits may be arranged by this club.
These might be of good examples of illustrations from
current high school yearbooks, magazines, handbooks, or
of pictures, high school landscaping. Exhibits of the
making of art materials, and of the uses of such.
Exhibits of the various kirjds described bring the
knowledge of processes to the pupil; develop apprecia-
tion of craftsmanship; raise aesthetic standards of the
pupils; relate art more closely to the lives of the
pupils, and stimulate interest in the fine arts.
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Summary
The activities of the Connoisseur Club are dir-
ectly tword the definite purpose of raising the art
standards of the student body, of the art products of
the school, and indirectly raising the art sense of the
community. This club offers opportunity for expression
of the collecting instinct. Collecting which aill ben-
efit not only the individual collector but the whole
school as well. The activities of research and of ass-
embling exhibits give the club members a knowledge of
the local, national and foriegn art that is not other-
wise obtained. They bring many types of art to the
attention of the pupils that are often overlooked. It
supplements the curriculum by assembling visual materi-
al for class work thr&ugh correlation with other agen-
cies. It forces the study of better art products by
members of the other art clubs so that they may meet
the standards of excellence set up by this club.
it raises school ideals and improves attitudes
by developing a natural and instinctive appreciation of
the importance of art in everyday life.
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Summary of Chapter
The art clubs which have been presented have
several advantages over art clubs which are based on
pupil interest alone, or the policy of "A club for
art's sake." The advantages of these clubs are due in
no small degree to their foundation on the analytical
studies of Chapters II and III.
The four clubs selected have been outlined so
that they may me developed in detail to allow for ind-
ividual differences by providing a diversity of related
materials and experiences in each. They encoursge the
practical application of art principles to all school
life, thus developing appreciations and selective judg-
ment Furthermore, they provide constant practice in
co-operation for the common good, and enrich and strenr
gthen the regular art classes.
The continuation of art work to a more advanced
nature is possible by the extension of the same program
of clubs to the upper secondary school level, Each club
is of distinct value by itself and in relation to the
others. Provision is made for systematic planning of
club activities, acquisition of technical knowledge
through research and instruction, and the conscious
adapting of means to ends. Other art activities that
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the members wish to do may be included in the various
clubs.
The special talent pupil, the pupil of average
ability, and the pupil whose ability is negligable are
provided for by the inclusion within each club of mat-
erials and activities to attract, develop and exercise
the interests and abilities of the adolescent at these
two levels of the secondary school.
No one is to be definitely barred, but there is
no reason why these clubs should be overrun by a group
of undesirables who will detract from the worthwhile
atmosphere. Growth is the .important issue, and the
types of work in each citub should be alternately distr-
ibuted in order that each member of the club may have
the opportunity to participate in every activity of the
club to which he belongs.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The problem of this thesis was to organize art
activities in the extra -surricular program of the sec-
ondary school. A method generally applicable to any
secondary school was used. This consisted of determin-
ing by analysis the predominating weaknesses of the art
courses and the demands made on the art department by
the extra-curricular activities.
The needed supplementation of the curricular art
was found to be in construction, appreciation and draw-
ing and painting. Both the upper and lower grades of
the secondary school emphasize portions of the art sub-
ject matter, as shown in Figure 8 and Table IX. The art
needs of the extra-curricular activities are appreci-
ation, construction, and design.
The solution to the problem proposed is that
these neede of supplementation and service can be met
by the establishment of art clubs formed to care for
each type of art. Therefore four clubs were organized,
the Promotion, the Hobby, the Bohemian and the Connoisse
eur. These names were selected as being indicative of
the content and purposes of the individual clubs, yet
89
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interesting enough to attract adolescent membership
without self-consciousness. Each club has distinct and
definite functions, and together they form a coordinate
whole. They include activities otherwise superimposed
on the art classes, and activities to enrich the art
classes. The Promotional Club is an organization of
activities devoted to the practice and study of commer-
cill and advertising art. It includes informational
drawing, pictorial design, and the study of industrial
arts processes. The Hobby Club has a variety of const-
ruction activities. It includes arts and crafts, model-
ling and the study of constructive design. The Bohemian
Club consists of activities in creative drawing, decor-
ative design and constructive design. The Connoisseur
Club restricts its activities to research, exerts censor-
ial control over art displayed in the school. It ad-
vises all activities in relation to art and art qual-
ities. Its main purpose is to raise the standard of the
art of the school.
The general organization of these clubs has been
worked out to meet the standards advanced by writers in
the field of extra-curricular activities and to provide
a variety of art activities for student choice. To
provide for the special talent pupil an enriched art
program, for the average pupil amny interesting and
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valuable art experiences, and for the pupil of un-
noticeable talent activities of co-operation and assist-
ance. These clubs link the art work of the curriculum
to the outside. They provide for leisure time and they
co-operate with all school activities. In conclusion,
it is believed that the establishment of these clubs
present a satisfactory solution of the problem of organ-
izing art activities, and form a basis upon which a
more satisfactory and complete art program may be dev-
eloped in the secondary school.
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COURSES OF STUDY IN ART EDUCATION WHICH WERE ANALYZED
High School Courses
Baltimore, Maryland - Art Course of Study for the Sen-
ior High School. 1952.
Boston, Massachusetts - Special Syllabus in Art Educat-
ion for High Schools, (reprint). School Document
No. 8, 1925.
Clarksdale, Arizona - High School Art Program, 1933.
Cleveland, Ohio - Course of Study in Fine and Applied
art. Cleveland High Schools, 1922.
Dallas, Texas - Art, Fine and Applied. Course of Study
for High Schools. 1927.
Denver, Colorado - Art. Grades 10, 11, and 12. 1925.
Detroit, Michigan - Course of Study in Fine and Allied
arts for High Schools. Publication #106, 1926.
Fresno, California - Course of 8udy in Fine and Appl-
ied Arts for Fresno Senior High and Technical
Schools. October, 1926.
Hartford, Connecticut - Freehand Drawing and Clay Model
ing. n.d.
Lansing, Michigan - Course of fcudy in ^'ine and Indust-
rial Arts, Grades 1-12 inclusively. Rev. 1928.
Lead, South Dakota - Art Course of Sudy. 1933-34.
Little Rock, Arkansas - Art for Junior and Senior High
Schools. March 1929.
Long Beach, California - Ai?t Course of Sudy for Senior
High Schools. October 1932.
New Orleans, Louisiana - Course of Eudy. Drawing and
Fine Arts. 1927.
New York, New York - Art Appreciation for u e\-r York City
High Schools. 1930.
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Oakland, 6alifornia - Course of fiudy in Art for Sec-
ondary Shools, Grdeas 7-12. 1933.
Pueblo, Colorado - Music and Art, Outline of Course
of Study for Grades and High School. 1925.
Peoria, Illinois - Art Course of Study, High -School,
1929.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - Course of IBudy in Art Educa-
tion, k-12. 1931.
San Diego, California A Suggestive Course of Study
in Art. Senior "igh School. 1928.
San Francisco, California - Pine Arts. High School.
1928. Curriculum Bulletin #12.
St. Louis, Missouri - Art for the High tfhool. 1926.
Winchester, Massachusetts - Art Outlines, Grades 1-12.
1933-34.
Junior High School Courses
Akron, Ohio - Course of Study in Art, Grades 1-8, 1931.
Publication #4.
Atlanta, Georgia - Outline of Course of Study in Art.
Junior High School. 1930
Boston, Massachusetts - Special Syllabus in Art Educa-
tion, Grades VII, VIII, and IX. School Docu-
ment Wo. 5, 1931-32.
Denver, Colorado - Art. Grades 7, 8, and 9, Monograph
#7, 1925.
Huron, South Dakota - Art Outlines, Grades 1-7. 1933-34.
Lansing, Michigan - Course of Study in Pine and Indust-
rial Arts, Grades 1-12 incl. (1928 rev.).
Lead, South Dakota - Art Outlines: Grades 1-8. 1933-34.
Long Beach, California - Art Course of 6udy for Junior
High Schools. Grades 7, 8, and 9, 1931.
(
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Minneapolis, Minnesota - Art Outlines, trades 5-8, and
Junior High. 1932-33.
New York, x< ew York - Course of 6udy in Art for the Elem-
entary trades, Grades IA-8B. 1931.
Little Rock, Arkansas - Art for Junior and Senior High
Schools, March 1929.
Oakland, California - Course of Study in Art for Sec-
ondary Schools, Grades 7-12. 1933.
Omaha, Nebraska - Course of Sudy in Art. Elementary
Grades (1-8). 1921-22.
Peoria, Illinois - Drawing Outlines, grades 1-8, 1933-
1934.
Phildaelphia, Pennsylvania - Course of Study in Art Ed-
ucation, 7-9.. 1927.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - Course of Sudy in Art Educ-
ation, K-12. 1931.
Providence, Rhode Island - Art Education - Junior High
School Outline. 1932.
Pueblo, Colorado - Music and Apt. Outlines and Course
of Study for the Grades and High School. 1925.
San Diego - Course of Study in Art. 1928. Elementary
Series #3.
Syracuse, ^ew York - Art Education, trades 1-8. 1933-
1934.
Springfield, Massachusetts - tentative Course of Study
for Junior High School. Art (1929 revision).
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CLASSIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR THE CLUBS
Connoisseur Club
Art in Our Country. The American Federation of .Arts,
Barr Building, Farragut Sguare, Washington, D.C.
Worthwhile works of art in each city in the Uni-
ted States.
The American Art Annual. The American federation of
Arts, Barr Building, Farragut Square, Washington,
D. C.
"an up-to-date survey of the nation's art Activ-
ity."
Collins, Mary Rose, and Rileyi^ Olive L., Art Apprecia-
for Junior and Senior High Schools, New York:
Harcourt, Bra ce & Co., 1932, xic / 354 pp.
A textbook on art appreciation.
Cox, George J. Art for Amateurs and Students. Garden
City, riew York. Doubleday, Page 2< Co., 1926.
xx / 205 pp.
Phillips, Duncan. A Collection in The Making; a survey
of the Problems Involved in Collecting Pictures,
together with a brife estimates of the painters
in the Phillips Memorial Gallery. Washington,
D.TJ. : Phillips Memorial Gallery, 1926. x / 112
pp. 144 plates.
Smith, R. C. Bibliography of Museum Work. Washington,
D.C: American Association of Museums.
The Year's Art. A concise eptome of all matters rela-
ting to the arts of painting, sculpture, engrav-
ing, and architecture and to schools of design
which have occurred during the year 1932 togethe
er with information respecting the events of the
year 1933. With full page illmstrations . Comp-
<s
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iled fey A. C. R. Carter. London: Hutchinson & Co.,
(Pub) Ltd., Paternoster Row. 44th Annual Issue
The Hobby Club
Bayes, Gilbert, Modelling for Sculpture. London: Win*
sor & Newton, 1930.
Binns, CP. The Potter's Craft. New York: D. Van Nos-
trand Company, 1922.
Browne, V D. Secrets of Sene Painting and Stage Effect
New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.
Cheney, Sheldon ¥/., Stage decoration, ttew ^ork; The
John Day Co., 1928. xxii / 138 pp.
Cockerell, Douglas, BookbonaLing and the Care of Books.
4th Ed. New York: A S.Barnes & Co., Inc., 1932
Collins, Earl A., and Charlton, Aruba B., Puppet Plays
in Education. New York: A.S.Barnes & Co., Inc.
1932. xii / 138 pp.
A manual on the writing, value, organization and
presentation of puppes plays.
Cox, Geogge J., Pottery for Artists, Craftsmen, and T
Teachers. New York: '^he Macmillan Co., 1926
ix / 200 pp. Glossary, reference books.
Dobson, Margarfet, Block-cutting and Print -making by
Hand from Wood. London: Isaac Pitman, 1928.
xixi / 183 pp.
Exmouth, Charles E.P., Dyes and Dying. New York: Mc-
Bride, 1927.
Franc is -Lewis, C. Art and ^rafts of teatherwork. Lon-
don: Seeley, Service & Co., Ltd. 1928. 256 pp.
A detailed and practical guide to the tooling,
modeling, carving and other means of decorating
leather.
Fuchs, Theodfcee, Stage Lighting. Boston: Little,
Brown & Co., 1929. viii / 499 pp. Selected bib-
liography.
c
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Gall, Irma M. and Ian Etta, V. M. , Art of Pottery, ^ew
York: '-Che Bruce Publishing Co., 1930. 80 pp.
Grimball, E.B., and lells, Rhea, Costuming a Play. New
York: Century Co., 1925 132 pp. Bibliography
at end of several chapters.
Griswold, Lester E. , Handicraft. Colorado Springs: Out
Vest Printing and Stationery Co., 1931. 320 pp.
Simplified procedure and primary projects in
leather, celluloid, metal, wood, batik, rope, cor-
dage, and primary Indian Crafts.
Hasluch, P. N.
,
Clay Modelling and Plaster Casting.
New York: Punk & Wagnalls.
Keppel, Frederick, The Golden Age of Engraving: A
Specialist's Story about Pine Prints. .. .with 262
illustrations showing the progress o£ the art
from the year 1465 to the year 1910. New York:
Baker & xaylor, 1910. 314 pp.
Eronquist, Emil F. , Metal Craft and Jewelry, Peoria,
Illinois: Manual Arts Press, 1926.
Lewis, Gertrude C. , First Lessons in Batik. Chicago 1
Prang Co., 1921. 87 pp.
Prang Co., 1921. 87 pp
Lumsdenm, Ernest S. The Art of etching. Philadelphia:
L. B. Lippincott, 1929. 375 pp.
A complete and fully illustrated description of
etching, dryp&int, soft-ground etching, and their
allied arts wfcth technical notes upon their
own work by many etchers of the present time.
McGowan, K. and Rosse, H. , Masks and Demons. wew York:
Harcourtrp Brace & Co., n.d.
Mickel,Adelaid, Stencilling. Peoria, Illinois : Manual
Arts Press, 1921. 62 pp.
Mijer, P.J., Batiks and How to ^ake Them. New York:
Dodd, Mead & Co., 1919. viii / 86 pp.
Mills, W. H. , and Dunn, L. M. Marionetts, ^iasks and
Shadows. Garden City, 14 ew York: Doubleday, Page
& Co., 1927.
Mitchell, Roy, School Theatre, London: Brenfcano's,
1925.
c<
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Payne, Arthur P., Art Metal Work* Peoria, Illinois:
Manual Arts Press, 1914.
Polk, R. W., Essentials of Linoleum Block Printing.
Peoria, Illinois: Manual Arts Press, 1927.
Powell, L. A. and Eodgers, A., Lighting for The Non-
Professional Stage. Schenectady, New -^ork: Eng-
ineering Department of the General Electric Co.,
n.d.
Rose, A. P., Art Metal Work. Providencem R.I.: Metal
Crafts Publishing Co., 1928.
Rice, William, Block Printing in the khool. New York:
The Bruce Publishing Co., 1929.
Rice, William, Portfolio of B&ock Prints. New York:
The Bruce Publishing °o., 1932
Varnum, William E. , Industrial Arts Design. Peoria,
Illinois: Manual Arts Press, 1924.
Vaughn, S. J., Printing and Bookbinding for Schools.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Co., 1912.
Watson, Ernest ?
.
, Linoleum Block Printing. Spring-
field, Mass.: Milton Bradley Co., 1929.
Winslow, Leon L.
,
Elementary Industrial ^rts. iNl ew York:
Macmillan Co., 1922.
Films Available
"The Art of Spinning and Weaving.
"The Etcher's Art."
"Glass Blowing."
"The Making of a Bronze Statue."
"The Making of a Stained Glass
Eindow.
"
"Painting in Presoo, Tempera and
Oil." illus. by Childe hassam,
"The Pottery laker. 1'
"Sculpture in Stone." University
"The Silversmith." University
Metropolitan Museum
Metropolitan Museum
Metropolitan Museum
Metropolitan Museum
Metropolitan Museum
Metropolitan museum
Metropolitan Museum
Film Foundation, ~amb.
E'ilm Foundation, ^amb.
c
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Annual of Advertising Art in the United States. 1st -7th
ed. New York: Book Service Co., 1921-28. 7 vol.
From advertisments shown at the exibitions of
the Art Directors Club, Art Center, N.Y. 1921-28
Blair, L. E.
,
Principles and Practices of Showcard
Writing. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1922.
xvi / 240 pp.
Brown, Prank C. , Letters and Lettering. Boston: Bates
and Guild, 1921.
Greer, Carl A., The Buckeye Book of Direct Advertising.
Hamilton, Ohio: The Beckett Paper Co., 1928.
Kauffer, Edawrd M
.
, Editor. Art of The Poster, Its
Origin, Development and Purpose. Hew York: Boni
& liveright, 1925. xii / 190 pp.
Contains the origin, evolution, purpose, progress,
contemporary posters,modern tendencies in posters.
Larned, W. Livingston, Illustration in Advertising, 1st
ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1925. vii /
321 pp.
Luckiesh, Matthew, Light and Color in Advertising and
i merchandising. New York: D.Van Nostrand & Co.,
1923 xvi / 268 pp.
McMurtrie, Douglas C. , Modern Typography and Layout.
London: Liberty Press, 1929. 190 pp.
Londo
Price, Charles M. , Poster Design, New York: George
W. Bricka, 1913. xvi / 380 pp.
A critical study of the development of the poster
in Continental Eurppe, England and America.
Palmer, C. , Art of the Poster. New York: Boni and
Liveright, 1925.
Starch, Daniel, Principles of Advertising. New York:
A. W. Shaw Company, 1923.
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Tannahill, Sallie B. , P's and Q's. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1926. xvi / 108 pp.
Bibliography pp. 105-108.
Emphasis on the application of art principles to
lettering and lettering arrangement.
Wallace^ C. E., Commercial Art. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1930. vli / 288 pp.
Welo, Samuel., Studio Handbook, Lettering and Design.
Chicago: Drake, 1927.
Young, F.H., Advertising Layout. New York: Covici,
Fried, Inc., 1923.
The Bohemian Club
Ayer, -^red C. , The Psychology of Drawing. Baltimore:
Warwick & York, Inc., 1916. ix / 186 pp.
Discusses the use of representative drawing in
connection with science.
Batchelder, Ernest A., design in Theory and Practice.
New York: The Macmillan uo., 1930. xx / 271 pp.
A series of exercises and discussions of art
principles.
Bement, Alon, Figure Construction. I ew York: Gregg,
1921. xii / 124 pp.
Helps in drawing from imagination.
Best-Maugard, Adftlfo, A Method for Creative Design.
New Y rk: Alfred Knopf, 1926. ix / 183 pp.
Day, Louis F. , Nature and Design. London: Batsford
1930. 2nd ed. rev. xv / 126 pp.
In this work, the author, one of the greatest
authorities on applied design, discueese nature
and applied ornament. Amjbly illustrated with
examples.
Day, Louis F. , Pattern Design. ^ew York: Scribner,
1923, xx / 267 pp.
<
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A most complete and authorative book on pattern,
its structure, planning and execution.
DeGarmo, C. and V/inslow, Leon L. , Essentials of Design.
New York: ffihe Macmillan Co., 1923.
DeVinne, T.L., Title Pages. New York: American Printer,
Inc., n.d.
Dow, Arthur '.7., Composition. (12th ed. rev and enl.)
New York: Doubleday, Page Co., 1924.
Standard.
Guptill, Arthur L.
,
Drawing with Pen and Ink, v/ith a
Word Concerning the Brush. New York: Pencil
Points Press, 1928. xii / 431 pp.
A very comphrensive treatment of the subject.
Guptill, Arthur L.
,
Sketching and Rendering in Pencil.
New York: Pencil Points Press, 1922.
Pine for pencil technique. Largely architectural
sketching.
Luckiesh, ^atthew, Color and Its Application. 2nd ed.
New York: Van No strand, 1921. xii / 419 pp.
Thoroughly scientific. Applications of color in
many fields discueeds. Bibliography at ends of
cha pters.
Ross, Denman W. , On Drawing and Painting. Boston: Hou-
ghton, Mifflin, 1912.
A comprehensive and valuable work on the prin-
ciples of desing, theory, color, drawing and
painting.
Norton, D. M.
,
Elementary Freehand Perspective. New
York: Bridgman, 1928.
Parson, Prank A., Interior Decoration. New York:
Doubleday, Page, 1915.
Traphagen, Ethel, Costume Design and Illustration.
rev anri enl. ed. New York: John Wiley & Sons,
new -orjv. r_j.e~>
,
Gives practically all needed information.
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